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Our Mission

SisterWorks enables the most vulnerable asylum seeker, refugee and migrant 
women (henceforth referred to as ‘Sisters’) to work towards financial 
independence by developing the skills they need to settle happily into Australian 
society. We:

provide training, coaching and support to develop business and 
language skills
identify and coordinate retail opportunities
assist with resources and marketing

Our Values

We believe work empowers women

Together we are strong

Together we embrace diversity and difference

We have complementary knowledge 

We learn by doing

Our vision 

To foster financial independence for our Sisters by developing a brand which 
complies with the concepts of fair trade and stands for originality, creativity and 
the power of women from many nations working together.

We are a social enterprise based in Greater Melbourne.  
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Chairperson report
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It is a great honour to be writing as Chairperson in the first annual report of SisterWorks. 
Some may think that it is strange for a man to be Chairperson of an organisation whose purpose is 
to empower women through work, so maybe I should explain how I got here. I met our wonderful 
Executive Officer Luz through the School for Social Entrepreneurs and was her mentor for a four 
month period. During the sessions we had together I never failed to be inspired by her drive and 
commitment to the Sisters. Through a shared experience Luz is able to talk authentically about the 
shared experience of disadvantaged migrant woman who move to Australia. This passion and 
commitment affectedly me deeply and I wanted to continue supporting Luz and SisterWorks. More 
than just wanting to support the women involved in SisterWorks I wanted to be a positive role 
model for my two daughters and expose them to a group of women who, like their late 
Grandmother arrived in Australia with no English skills.

None of the amazing activities and successes that you will read about in this annual report would 
have been possible without the support of SisterWorks first Committee. I would personally like to 
thank them for the initial work they did to help Luz set up SisterWorks and the professional manner 
in which they handed over the reins in January of this year. I hope that the current Committee can 
build on your good work and take SisterWorks in to its next successful phase.

Once the new Committee was formed we had a crash course in developing a deeper understanding 
of the purpose of SisterWorks. When this knowledge was in place we set about developing a 
strategic plan aimed at ensuring SisterWorks could fulfil its aims. To my fellow Committee 
members’ thank you for your tireless support of Luz, attending evening meetings, being active in 
working groups and not complaining about the quality of my dumplings!

As you will read in this report the success of SisterWorks is built on a combination of our 
committed volunteers, our inspirational Executive Officer Luz and of course the Sisters themselves. 
Unfortunately I am not able to attend as many activities as I would like due to work and family but I 
am truly thankful for all of the time and effort that you put in.

I feel the future for SisterWorks is bright with many exciting projects and initiatives taking place or 
planned for the coming year. We are building on solid foundations and as Luz says ‘together we are 
stronger’ 

Thanks

Ben



From the Founder and EO 
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This organisation began as a search for my own self-improvement. I felt 
that I was nobody, that I could not be useful to my new society without knowing the language, the 
country, its culture and its people. But thanks to my Sisters I realised that we are the ones who can 
and must change our own realities: that together we are strong; together we have begun to find the 
pathway that connects us to our new home; and together we are finding valuable human beings who 
are now part of our family, our common dream.

In this first year we have worked very hard with the love and generous contribution of time and 
dedication from each and everyone involved with our organisation. My heart is filled with gratitude 
to life for the opportunity it has given me to start again and to Australia for generously opening the 
doors to the present and future. Thanks to the co-founders of SisterWorks for planting the seed and 
watering it with love.

Thanks also for the passion of those who have volunteered in SisterWorks - thanks for your 
immensely generous and tireless contribution. Together we have learned that to work with 
SisterWorks is a wonderful opportunity for learning and for sharing experiences and needs. Thanks 
for being part of the family. 

Thanks to my Sisters for believing in me, for working hard to move projects forward and for showing 
that, with a little push and opportunity, each of us has our own spark and can change the realities 
about ourselves, our families, community and society. Thanks to the current Executive Committee for 
help me to spread my wings. They have challenged me to be the leader that I am today.

And thanks to my husband and daughters for their patience and love, for being close, supporting me 
and supporting our organisation unconditionally, and for receiving into our family all these wonderful 
new SisterWorks members. Thanks also go to my family and friends in Colombia who are so far away 
and so close at the same time.

You have all challenged me to keep working hard. We have achieved so much but the road shows us 
that we are just starting at the beginning. Wonderful things await us but we need to continue 
working together. Beyond money and material achievements, it is important that we as human 
beings work happily supporting each other and contributing as social-change makers.

Today, I want to invite you all to join us in making a difference by demonstrating new and innovative 
ways to support entrepreneurial asylum seekers, refugee, and migrant women. Our Sisters arrive in 
Australia full of hopes and talents and just need opportunities to blossom.

This present report tells the story of our first year, I invite you to read and share it. 

A huge HUG filled with love, loyalty and energy for the next year.

Luz



SisterWorks evolved from a group founded by Luz Restrepo, a political refugee from Colombia. Luz 
arrived in Australia in 2010 with her life in tatters and spoke no English.  In Luz’s own words she 
felt like a nobody; frightened, isolated and disempowered.  She soon discovered that she was not 
alone. Along with a group of women experiencing the similar challenges, they began to make and 
sell crafts around Melbourne. Understanding that to support each other is also to strengthen each 
other.

The SisterWorks Brand

The SisterWorks logo was designed by eminent 
Australian graphic designer, Alex Stitt, who was 
responsible for the iconic Australian brands  
‘Life. Be in it’ and ‘Slip! Slop! Slap! 

The symbols are self-explanatory. The name 
‘SisterWorks’ tells the story of women and 
work. The colours of the stars symbolise the 
multi-national origins of  migrants striving to 
become part of Australian Society. The 
Southern Cross stands for their new homeland. 
The overall message is that when women work 
together, the sky’s the limit.

SisterWorks Inc. was born in May 2013 when a committee of volunteers joined Luz 

with legal, fund-raising, marketing and administrative skills to give support and structure to the 
project.
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Our beginning... 



We target the most vulnerable 
asylum seeker, refugee and migrant women

Regardless of the reasons, the immigration process is in a time of great change and 
challenges.  This vulnerable stage affects many women whom, by their status as wives and 
mothers in charge of the family, tend to stay at home. This vulnerability can last a lifetime 
when additional factors are at play. For example no prior knowledge of the English language 
is exacerbated by:

Illiteracy in their own language
No experience of western culture 
History of violence

We have 45 Sisters of
23 different 
nationalities:

• 55% with refugee 
background, 

• 20% are asylum seekers 
• 25% are migrant 

women with non-
English-speaking 
background; 

• 38% have a 
professional 
background.
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These women face multiple challenges in their efforts to 
settle into life in Australia and many of them have been 
marginalised due to lack of language and employment skills. 
They often live in cultural enclaves and many of them 
continue to experience violence. They also face ongoing social 
isolation and economic dependency.

Major barriers to workforce participation are not limited to 
poor English skills. They include cultural differences, lack of 
confidence, social isolation, lack of access to resources and 
skills which do not suit their current environment.  As a result, 
these factors restrict them to their ethnic community thereby 
further decreasing opportunities for work and integration into 
the broader English-speaking community. 



Each Sister has different learning needs in adapting to her new home. 
Different levels of confidence:  

affect learning a new language 
interacting with Australian culture and 
acquiring knowledge about Australian business practices

With no support, the opportunity to connect with people and networks is 
limited. Together we become stronger. 

The problems that SisterWorks are solving:

Emotional challenges:
Lack of engagement in the wider community makes women isolate themselves in their 
home and within their ethnic community
Lack of English skills makes women reliant on their family and close network
Our target group are at risk of low confidence and lack of identity, which increases their 
risk of being vulnerable 
These vulnerable women are more at risk of being victims of violence
Social isolation
Depression 
Family conflict as a result of the migration process increases emotional stress

Emotional Solutions:  Through the creation of a social network SisterWorks provides 
emotional support within a caring environment, encouraging both the learning of English and 
confidence in an English-speaking context. Our network provides the possibility for women to 
feel useful, it enables them to contribute to their family, and empowers them to make positive 
changes in their own situation.

Physical challenges: 
Lack of physical independence increases feelings of uselessness
Limited financial resources means women are unable to have their own vehicle
Fear of driving on unfamiliar roads with unfamiliar rules
Unfamiliarity with Melbourne’s public transport and a complicated ticket system
Dependence on interpreters

Physical Solutions:  Developing the confidence to negotiate the complex public transport 
system around Greater Melbourne.  To get out of their comfort zone is an essential first step. 
To get the confidence to engage with the public when selling their products in the market. To 
encourage use of English in every-day communication.

emotional

physical

Our challenges and proposed solutions
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Financial and social Challenges:
Long-term unemployment 
Ignorance about Australian policies and business regulations. 
Dependence on welfare. ‘This being a new situation in their life, many become reliant on 
welfare, not knowing how to make a harmonious transition to economic independence. 
This is not just about having information, it is about having emotional support to take risks 
with confidence and the right knowledge.’ Luz
Difficulty making friends and networking in English

Financial and social solutions:  Facilitating work experience with the intention of 
generating an income and creating the opportunity to become an entrepreneur.  Providing 
Sisters with access to networks and courses which enhance their understanding of 
bureaucratic structures in Australian society.

The challenge is to guide and encourage our Sisters to continue striving for personal, economic 
and professional growth and also to encourage them to utilise the networks and opportunities 
created through SisterWorks. 

$ economic

Our methodology.  We believe adults learn by doing, as we learn to swim by 

swimming. So we facilitate space where our Sisters put in practice their skills and develop new 

skills.  Another important factor is the emotional and social connection we facilitate 
building a community for people to swap knowledge and experience, within an environment of 
equal  relationships.

Through these activities, each of them discovers what it is they need to find their pathway in 
Australia and be happy, while contributing  for themselves, their families and community. 

We firmly believe that Work empowers women. 
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Current achievements of the Sisters are 

Gaining a sense of belonging through supporting 
each other. 
Feeling comfortable in environments where only 
English is spoken
Learning to fend for themselves, e.g. managing 
public transport 
Five are learning to drive
15 already have marketable products with 
incomes of $400 to $2000 a month
Five are working full-time on their projects. 
Four have applied for grants to start their own 
social enterprises
Two have ceased payments from Centrelink and 
have began their journey to economic 
independence 

SOCIAL 
IMPACT

$ economic

emotional

physical

Nevertheless, this wonderful group of women are resilient and 
enterprising.  With our business focused on strengthening their 
entrepreneurial skills, many have begun to shine and start a new 
life for themselves. 
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Saida’s story. This entrepreneurial woman 

wears many hats - wife, mother, childcare worker, 
jewellery maker and businesswoman. 

Saida is from Rwanda, when war came, life was no 
longer safe.  In 1994 Saida and her family were 
forced to flee, moving between refugee camps. To 
survive Saida needed to find resourceful ways to 
earn money.  It was in these camps that Saida 
learnt to make necklaces and bracelets from 
beads.  

After 17 years in refugee camps Saida and her family were offered refugee settlement in Australia. 
Since arriving in Australia Saida has continued to make and sell her jewellery.  With SisterWorks 
support Saida’s customer base and business has grown. One day she dreams of employing other 
women and helping them become independent. Saida is an amazing and supportive senior Sister and 
mentor to new Sisters.



Our services

Work experience. SisterWorks 
provides space where our Sisters gain 
work experience in Australia and 
learn the business culture. Through 
the experience of selling in the 
markets, not only do they have the 
opportunity to earn money while 
learning business speaking in English, 
they are challenged to learn and 
explore new options.

Stories to connect us with 
Australian society. In telling 
entrepreneurial stories of refugee 
and migrant women to the main 
stream community shows how 
women who receive support and 
opportunities can become useful to 
themselves, their families and our 
society. This is how work empowers 
women. 

‘One on one’ personal support 
and career plan.   This individual 
attention ensures that each Sister 
has support in various facets of 
their lives either through our own 
resources or through our 
partnerships with other agencies. 

Design and/or Business Labs. 
Through learning by doing, these 
spaces connect women who share 
experiences and needs, exploring 
marketable products, improving their 
network, and increasing their 
confidence.

2
1

3
4
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Anna’s story. Anna is from Thailand. In her home country she was a teacher, businesswoman 

and human rights activist supporting members of her ethnic minority. Anna’s social activism forced 
her to leave Thailand to begin a new life in Australia. Anna has worked very hard to rebuild a life for 
herself in Australia; she worked tirelessly to learn English as she had no support network to rely on 
when she arrived. Her children have now joined her in Australia and with their assistance, and the 
support of SisterWorks she is beginning a new business venture. In Anna’s culture cross-stitch is a 
very meaningful traditional handicraft technique. In Thailand Anna used to assist her ethnic group to 
sell their cross-stitch work to tourists.  Now she is continuing to support her community and 
promote their handicraft traditions by selling cross-stitch embroidered items in Australia. Anna and 
her daughter produce some locally whilst others products are imported from her community in 
Thailand.

Anna already had the business skills and aptitude to run a 
business from her years of experience in Thailand. However 
she didn’t know how to begin in Australia, what Australian 
consumers like or how to access these opportunities in her 
new home. Thankfully Anna’s caseworker recommended her 
to join SisterWorks. Now Anna is able to support her family in 
Melbourne, provide financial opportunities for her 
community back in Thailand and also create work 
opportunities. Not to mention she is again part of  a large 
and supportive community of people working together. 



Our social enterprise now has the following regular activities, some of which already 
have a clear structure, with others still in the process of development:

Two weekly Design Labs
Materials system and microloans
Innovation team
Two weekly markets
Two permanent pop-up shops
Crafts workshops
Corporate gifts
Over 45 invitations per year  to set up free markets 
Three shops selling our products
Informative and up to date website
Active social media strategy
Talks

In the following pages we describe each of these activities.

Alejandra’s story
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Alejandra’s jewellery business has grown rapidly in recent months. Her range has expanded to 
include three new collections. She has registered a business name and ABN, has created 
connections within her local community to hold Pop-up shops and run jewellery making 
workshops at the Ashburton Community Centre, is offering private jewellery parties for groups of 
women in their homes and has created a new range to be wholesaled to a stall holder at the 
Queen Victoria Market. Alejandra is now pursuing individual business ventures, creating her own 
networks and thinking to the future. SisterWorks are so proud to see Alejandra’s independence 
growing alongside her commitment to SisterWorks. Alejandra is attentive to her other sisters 
needs and always tries to build opportunities where not just she, but everyone benefits. With 
Alejandra’s leadership and ambition, we are excited to watch her support her Junior Sisters to 
further develop their individual businesses and become more independent.

Alejandra is a former journalist, turned jewellery 
designer. Her jewellery is created using high 
quality silver, unique paper and glass techniques 
and semi precious stones, in particular Lapis 
Lazuli, which is native to her home, Chile. 

Our activities



Elwood Design Lab. From July 2013 thanks to the generous support of Elwood 

St Kilda Learning Centre we began the process to develop the quality and design of the 
Sisters’ products. The Design Labs provide storage for materials and tools, and the 
Volunteers, with their different skills (sewing, knitting and crochet, paper-crafts, jewellery 
making, and administration) share knowledge and experience.

Elwood St Kilda Neighbourhood Learning Centre, 
87 Tennyson Street, Elwood. 

Fridays between 11:00am to 3:00pm 13

Anu lives in Elwood so the Friday Design Lab is perfect for her. 
She is also a regular at St Kilda Market. Anu’s mentor Lisa also 
live in Elwood, this is ideal as they can work closely on Anu’s
business development. Being an entrepreneur fits Anu’s needs. 
Her Indian heritage influences her product ranges and creates a 
connection to her culture and family back in India.  Anu also 
makes lovely accessories and paints beautiful henna hand 
designs. 

Anu’s story. Anu is from India, she moved to Australia with her family for her husband’s 

career. Anu had a successful career in I.T and was a teacher back in India. In Australia, Anu has 
focused on a supportive role in the home for her daughter and husband.  However she still likes to 
be busy and working on her traditional inspired card designs is an enjoyable and productive 
project.
SisterWorks’ flexible environment is ideal for Anu. If she goes to the design lab or the markets she 
is home in time to meet her daughter after school.



Colour management. Andrea taught 
about the use of colour in relation to 
the season and fashion trend. 

Making beautiful scarves 
from scraps. Rondha and 
Joy demonstrating how to 
create scarves by recycling 
strips of colourful fabric 
and yarn. 

Paper craft. . Janelle taught us how to make cards 
and frames using collage. Andy, Anu and Monica 
were especially happy with new opportunities to 
improve their designs and products. 

Selling Skills using experiential training.
We used role-play to practice our selling 
skills. It proved an important opportunity 
to understand that each country and 
culture has a different way to approach a 
customer. Sisters now understand why we 
must learn more about Australian culture, 
and the need to develop our dialogue with 
customers. 

Utilising the Experts
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Collingwood Design Lab 

240 Wellington Street, Collingwood. 
Wednesdays between 12:00m to 4:00pm

A key element of our Design Labs is to encourage Sisters to feel confident; Sisters look forward to 
lunch-time as an opportunity to practice English in a social situation and to share their experience 
and culture through the sharing of their traditional dishes. 

Betty’s story. Betty is from Liberia and her enthusiasm for life and 

learning are contagious. Betty comes to Collingwood Design Lab every 
Wednesday, arriving straight from her daily English class as she is keen to 
squeeze as much learning into every day as she can. Betty is an all rounder; 
each week she surprises us with a new product she has completed at home 
since we last saw her. She is always keen to learn a new skill, and 
participates in every different activity that is being taught at Collingwood. 
Her ability to learn new skills surprises us each week. Currently Betty sells 
jewellery, however she has recently started to crotchet recycled plastic into 
shopping bags (as pictured). Betty is enjoying this project and we think 
there is a market for her new product so hopefully we will get to test them 
at a Pop-up shop soon. Betty is committed to improving her English as she 
believes education is the key to opportunities in Australia. Betty is unable 
to attend many of our markets, as she is dedicated to going to English 
classes Monday to Friday. But she enjoys coming to Collingwood Design Lab 
each week to learn from her friends, share a meal and contribute her 
knowledge and vibrant personality to the environment. Betty is a friendly 
and popular addition to the SisterWorks family whether at the Design Labs 
or weekend markets.  

From January 2014 thanks to the support of Department of Human Services, Fitzroy and then 
Collingwood we opened the Collingwood Design Lab to engage new Sisters and to be more accessible 
to those who live near to the city and inner Northern suburbs. This Design Lab is proving very 
beneficial as it allows us to share different experiences and options to improve and expand our work. 

15
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This customer came to commission a 
baby’s blanket

Connecting with customers and the local community. We are creating space where 
our customers can meet with Sisters to discuss business opportunities and commissions, 
making this a space both for product development as well as sales.

A fabric painting workshop. In April at the Collingwood Design Lab Sisters and 
volunteers had the opportunity to experience working in a new medium which may be used 
for a variety of different products. All sisters enjoyed the process and opportunity to try 
something new together, whether or not applicable to their own designs. Petronia and Anu
are both considering new ways to use their individual designs. We look forward to seeing the 
results.

Cross cultural friendship. One of 
the many special things about 
SisterWorks is the cross cultural 
friendships it nurtures. People from 
many backgrounds and all walks of life 
come together as a family, with a 
commitment to a common goal.

This customer was able to come 
here to have his hair braided 



Materials system. 
SisterWorks has developing 
a fair and an appropriate 
distribution system for 
materials that are donated 
by the community for 
product development and 
marketing.  

Innovation Team is in the process 

of creating prototypes for our new Sisters 
to reproduce whilst they are gaining 
confidence to create their own products. 
These prototypes also showcase ideas of 
colours and styles likely to be popular on 
the Australian market.

This team also supports the design and 
implementation of various other products, 
which can be made collaboratively, by 
Sisters with different skills. 

.

In February 2014, nine of our Sisters collaborated on our first corporate commission. Ten mobiles 
were made for presentation as gifts at bankmecu’s International Conference held in Melbourne. 

Now, SisterWorks has a volunteer who is the Materials Coordinator to select the resources that work 
for us, as well identifying what other materials, tools and services we need and making connections 
with material suppliers

Sisters’ microloans. By offering microloans, our Sisters have a better opportunity of preparing 

good quality products for sale.  

Examples of 
Prototypes: Sock toys, 
owl beanies and lap 
top cases
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Corporate gifts. SisterWorks crafts may be sold in quantity to different businesses and 

organisations. This strategy both generates income and spreads the message of SisterWorks. 

In 2014, RMIT International Studies Program bought SisterWorks gifts for their guest speakers. 
Each gift is handmade in Melbourne carries its own story and also the story of its maker.

In June, Engineers without Borders became one of our 
corporate clients. They have purchased from 
SisterWorks, authentic and practical gifts for guest 
speakers at their July Conference.
Other corporative customers have been Women in 
Focus from the Commonwealth Bank and Women’s 
Health In The North. 
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Evelyne’s story. Evelyn is from Burundi in the heart of 

Africa and is the mother of four children. SisterWorks is a great 
platform for Evelyn to share her weaving skills and traditions 
with the Australian market whilst earning an incoming. Evelyn’s 
youngest daughter Mireille is still a baby and must come with 
her mother too markets. If Evelyn has to travel with multiple 
young children on public transport it can be difficult. 

Our corporate gifts have become a reliable product for Evelyn, that she can work on at her own 
convenience in the home and are becoming a consistent source of income. Her baskets are woven 
out of recycled rice sacks and onion bags. They are locally designed and made, using sustainable 
materials. This product represents Evelyn’s culture from Burundi, her hard work weaving to support 
her family during her 11 years in refugee camps in Tanzania and her future independence in Australia. 
Evelyn has recently held an exhibition of her baskets at Little Wood Gallery in Collingwood with the 
assistance of Artful Dodgers Studios. She also hosted a weaving workshop where she taught her skills. 
SisterWorks are proud to support Evelyn on her entrepreneurial journey and are appreciative that 
other agencies like Artful Dodgers are also able to provide Evelyn with opportunities to earn an 
income and share her skills with an even wider audience.



Lhakpa’s story
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Since August 2013 we have a  permanent stall on St Kilda Esplanade Market each Sunday. Not just 
an income opportunity, it is also a great training ground for the Sisters, who learn how to share 
the market stall and support each other. If one of the Sisters selling her craft cannot communicate 
well in English, the other Sisters assist with her sales: learning English, business and sharing. 
Cross-cultural communication is enhanced not only amongst the Sisters but also with members of 
the public. 

Proceeds of their sales go to the Sister who created the craft. In the event that the seller makes 
more than $50.00 in one day, they are expected to give 10% of their proceeds to SisterWorks. This 
money is contribute to market stall fees, advertising and purchasing of equipment.

Our Sisters’ CUSTOMERS. The majority are women of 
varying ages and young couples with children, who live 
and work in the City or inner suburbs. They have a 
reasonable disposable income and social awareness, 
where price is not the only consideration when 
purchasing. 

Stall 97, Esplanade, St Kilda. 
Sundays between 10:00am to 5:00pm

Her collection of soft toys appeals to the clientele and Lhakpa has built a strong following there.
It has been a pleasure to watch Lhakpa’s confidence, selling skills and business development in this 
space. Lhakpa is a supportive Senior Sister at St Kilda helping to promote and sell her Sisters products. 
Lhakpa is always willing to share her experiences and offers advice to newer Sisters on the design, 
quality and display of their products. Lhakpa’s commitment to St Kilda market means she is now 
taking on more responsibility. Lhakpa is transitioning to become the manager of the St Kilda 
Esplanade stall. She is offered support by volunteers in the market place but they too, are there 
learning from Lhakpa’s experience. SisterWorks is priviliged to have Lhakpa’s leadership in St Kilda 
Esplanade every Sunday and are excited to support her to develop new managerial skills to help her 
business grow.

Lhakpa has always been one of our most popular and 
most reliable Sisters at St Kilda Esplanade Market. 



Mornington Main Street Market

Thanks to the Mornington Peninsula Shire who 
currently pay our market stall fees, we have a stall 
at the weekly Wednesday market in Main Street. 

We are becoming aware of the need to address an 
increasing population of refugee and new migrant 
women on the Peninsula who may be looking for 
social and work opportunities.  

With this awareness, we are working with the Shire 
in considering a Mornington Peninsula Design Lab. 
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In front of 153 Main Street, Mornington. 
Wednesdays between 9:00am to 3:00pm

Ana Maria’s story.  Ana Maria, from Chile, is a regular at 

Mornington Markets every Wednesday. Ana Maria lives in 
Frankston and often has to travel long distances, up to two 
hours one way, to reach our markets. Mornington is a great 
local option for Ana Maria. 

The community is beginning to recognize her commitment and she is developing regular clientele. 
One customer comes for a visit to say hello and make a purchase every week. Ana Maria is also 
creating many custom designed commissions. 

Over the winter Ana Maria’s alpaca wool beanies sold very well. She is now adapting her product 
for the summer months. She is experimenting with cotton as a lighter alternative, is developing a 
range of crotchet necklaces and also a collection of crotchet bags. Ana Maria has a young son 
Joseph who requires a lot of her time. She has become a very quick worker to ensure she can 
produce enough products for the markets, often working in the evening when her son sleeps. Ana 
Maria is an extremely hardworking entrepreneur, she always greets her customers with a warm 
smile and is keen to engage in conversation understanding that customer service is key to her 
businesses success. 



Stories to connect us with Australian society. Our responsibility as refugees is to keep 
sharing our journeys and experiences with the main stream community. The human side of our 
stories connect us with our new society. ‘We are so much more than the label ‘refugee’. As me, as 
you, as he, or she, independent of our background, we are unique and wonderful human beings full 
of experiences, skills and challenges. Together we can change the world. We can make it a better 
place in which to live’. Luz
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Some places where we have given  talks 
are: ASRC (1500), McKinnon Secondary 
College (2.000 people), Bentleigh Rotary 
Club (180)  Lady Somers Camp and Lord 
Somers Camp (200), School of Social 
Entrepreneurs Australia (50), Rotary 
Club of Dromana, Sorrento, Mt Eliza, 
Glen Eira (80), City of Kingston (50), 
Cheltenham Girl Guide (25) RMIT (200) 
Red Cross (30), Mornington peninsula 
Shire (50) 

Pop up shops.  Last year 45 organisations or businesses 
invited us to sell our products in their events. These are 
wonderful opportunities for our Sisters who not only have 
the opportunity to generate income, but motivates them 
to move themselves outside their comfort zones and to 
travel within many suburbs.  At the same time, it is a good 
opportunity for SisterWorks to network and spread the 
word. Some events we have attended last year include: 
Bentleigh Sunday Market, Elwood Primary School Market, 
The ASRC Hot Potato campaign launch, St Michael’s, 
Spring Fair festival at Collingwood College, Easter 
Community Legal Centre, Haleybury Carnival and more. 

Craft workshops. This is another 
amazing idea the development 
of our work. This time, our Sisters 
will be sharing the knowledge they 
have gain these past years, with all 
women interested in starting their 
own business. 

Knowledge in these workshops travels in both directions, Sisters teach others at the same time as 
they themselves will be practicing their English and improving their social skills. This time, it was 
Saida, Alejandra, Nima, and Anu who have led the activities.
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Nima is pioneering a new business direction at SisterWorks. She has begun to replicate and 
manufacture her cards on a small scale; this increases her production output, allows her to expand 
her range and to sell more cards. The hard work and research Nima is doing, learning about graphic 
design and card production, will assist many other Sisters in the future.
Nima recognizes that her involvement in SisterWorks is not just an opportunity to earn an income; it 
is also a way to develop new skills in customer service and small business, develop an understanding 
of Australian business practices, improve her English and gain work experience in Australia. These 
opportunities are a valuable addition to her resume and help her to get one step closer to her goal of 
working as a telecommunication engineer again. 

Nima’s story. Nima is from Shiraz, Iran. In Iran Nima was a 

telecommunications engineer. She would like to continue her career in 
Australia but first needs to improve her English skills. In Iran, Nima
enjoyed painting and handicrafts as a hobby. These skills are now 
creating work opportunities for Nima. She is a very talented artist and is 
particularly skillful at watercolors.

Our fundraising activities, a significant 

part of income in our first financial year, have a 
proper name: ‘Sue’. As SisterWorks’ co-founder 
and fundraising coordinator on the Mornington 
Peninsula, Sue has organised different events 
within her growing network.

These activities, held on the Mornington 
Peninsula, included: two private film-nights, one 
Open Garden, one piano recital, and two Mystery 
Dinners. 

We met John Lehner at the Bentleigh Sunday 
Market. Promptly he engaged with our cause 
in thinking about other opportunities for us 
and introduced us to the Rotary Club of 
Bentleigh and Moorabbin.  The very 
welcoming and generous members decided 
to support us with donations of money and 
good connections, inviting us to be part of 
various events.

The Mystery Dinner is an amazing fundraising strategy involving generous friends who each hosts 
dinner for 6 or 8 paying guests and donates the proceeds to SisterWorks.

Their support has been very important, and we look forward to 
continue exploring new opportunities  with them. 



and The Village

Since June 2014, thanks to the generous support of NAB, we have a workspace at The Village 
(Level 2, 700 Bourke Street). There our Executive Officer and volunteers working in administration 
and marketing tasks can work together and be updated about the different activities and strategies 
we are developing. 
Likewise, each Thursday fortnight our Sisters have a place where they are able to sell their products 
to the NAB staff and visitors. This is an amazing opportunity to spread the word about SisterWorks.

In December last year we began a new adventure selling our products in galleries and shops. 
During December we displayed in the Beth Hulme Gallery and Studio and sold products. Beth was 
the first to call us with an idea to support our work and refused commission or percentage of the 
sales. In February this year we received an email from Pam of SaltWater Trading in Sorrento. Pam 
bought our Burundi baskets to sell in her shop. Through her we met the owners of ‘imajine’ (selling 
TOMS brand shoes in Brunswick Street), Kathy and John who also refuse to charge us commission.   

This is the beginning of a new sales channel for which we need to organise and create a strategy for 
strength and expansion.

Stepping Stones and SisterWorks have agreed to 
actively engage in an informal referral process to 
facilitate participants to attend activities in both 
projects.
• Stepping Stones is referring participants who 

have an interest in creating products and learning 
skills that match SisterWorks' training and 
markets activities. 

• SisterWorks is referring participants to Stepping 
Stones who have an interest in attending small 
business training, workshops, seminars and 
accessing transactional mentoring sessions 
through Stepping Stones.
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In February 2014 Newman’s Own 
Foundation donated $10,350 to SisterWorks.
Newman’s Own salad dressing, pasta sauce 

and mayonnaise can be found in all 
supermarkets.  One hundred per cent of the
profits from the sale of these products is 
donated to charities around the world.
www.facebook.com/PaulNewmansOwn

In October 2013 we were one of 10 
winners of the Local Project – the 
Bank of Melbourne and the Herald 
Sun. We won due to the voting 
support we received  through 
Facebook followers. 

The Local Project has been an 
important contribution to building 
our foundations as an organization.

In November 2013 we were one 
of three winners in the Macquarie 
Group Foundation Kick Starter 
program. As they say in the article 
referenced below: '' We were 
impressed with the calibre of the 
social entrepreneurs competing 
for the grants, the strength of 
their business cases, and the 
potential of their ventures for 
creating social impact.''

http://www.facebook.com/PaulNewmansOwn


"Social Entrepreneurs 
Get $10,000 Kickstart“
ProBono Australia, 
Published 27th 
November 2013

Port Phillip Leader, Published 13 Aug 2013Divercity #69. 
Published Aug/Sept 2013

Marketing is a strategic tool for us. 
Word-of-mouth is a powerful 
marketing tool assisted by our 
website which currently has 6000 
page views per month and social 
media (Facebook) with 1800 
followers.
As well, our public-speaking 
engagements promote our project 
and direct people where to visit 
us.

At our markets and pop-up shops 
we display and distribute  
postcards with our information. 

Media, such as local and state 
newspapers and magazines, are 
another useful tool.  Examples of 
some publications are attached.

www.sisterworks.org.au Our marketing strategies
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http://www.probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2013/11/social-entrepreneurs-get-10000-kickstart
http://www.sisterworks.org.au/


Balance Sheet
SisterWorks Inc.

For year ending 30 June 2014

2013/14

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash at Bank - CBA 29,005
Cash at Bank - Bank of Melbourne 10,009
Total Assets 39,014

LIABILITIES
Total Liabilities 0
NET ASSETS 39,014

ACCUMULATED FUNDS
Retained Earnings 39,014
Total Operating Expenses 39,014
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Note: the accumulated funds/retained earnings have enabled SisterWorks to maintain its 
expanding program into the current financial year. 



Profit and Loss Statement
SisterWorks Inc.

For year ending 30 June 2014

2013/14

Sales Revenue
Sales at Markets 1,371
Pop Up Shop 1,190
Workshops 4,120
Other 215

Total Sales Revenue 6,896

2013 Local Project Winner - Bank of Melbourne 10,000
Kickstarter Small Grant Program - Macquirie Bank Competition 10,000
The Newman's Own Fund at Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisor 10,350
Rotary Club of Bentleigh Moorabbin Central 4,500

Total External Support 34,850

Fundraising Events 15,516
Memberships 2,135
Donations 7,684

Total Fundraising 25,335

Total Income 67,081

Operating Expenses

Market Fees 3,887
Market Co-ordinator 5,200
Design Lab Fees 5,946
Pop Up Shop Fees 3,953
Travel 6,392
Miscellaneous 489
Professional Development 2,200

Total Operating Expenses 28,067

Retained Earnings  39,014
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The first challenges for the inaugural Committee were not only to understand who we were and 
what we wanted to do, but also how it was all going to be financed. The members were full of 
passion and desire to make real social change and worked above and beyond being ‘just’ 
Committee Members. They had the challenge of working to set up a social organization in 
Australia, which however understood the needs of women coming from different countries and 
backgrounds. Hilary and Lucy created the first website, Lucy and Kate managed the bank account 
and designed the first budget. Paddy created our first brochure, business cards and labels, and 
Sue Home focused on fundraising activities with her network at Mornington Peninsula.

On January this year, with 
the idea to give new 
energy and ideas that that 
would continue to 
strengthening the 
organisation, the founder 
Committee gave way to a 
new group of people who 
came from the business, 
charity and social 
enterprise sectors and 
who took the leadership in 
the Executive Committee. 

The first responsibilities of this new Committee was to understand the organisation, identify the 
complementary skills, make a short term strategic plan and assume different roles to support the 
management process.  This energetic Committee gives a new and valuable vision, while their time 
is limited to support the day to day activities, this was an amazing opportunity for Luz to assume 
the leadership of the whole organisation. 

So the current operation runs with Luz and a group of volunteers who have decided to 
concentrate more of their time, skills and work prospects into aiding SisterWorks. 

Governance in SisterWorks

The inaugural SisterWorks 
Committee meeting was on 
16 May 2013 in Paddy Stitt’s 
home. This group met for 
seven months assisting Luz’s 
dreams become reality.



SisterWorks
MEMBERS

Executive 
Committee

EO

Product and business 
development

Elwood Design Lab

Collingwood Design Lab

Innovation team

Materials

Sisters Personal Development and Career Plan

Mentors

Markets and 
pop-up shops

Other work 
experience 

opportunities

Volunteer Coordination

Fundraising and 
grants

Fundraising

Grants

Marketing

Website and other social media

Business (Online store, shops display

Graphic design, writing, video 

Admin support

SISTER
S

“Family is a word that goes beyond blood relationships. Family is a word that also talks about 
emotional connections. When we understand this our heart opens and we have the potential to 
express love to many more human beings”. Luz

From March 2014 the Founder and Executive Officer began to receive a modest part-time wage as 
a contractor. This wage means a lot to for her, because, having been a professional woman all her 
working life in Colombia, this wage is her first income that she has produced for herself in 
Australia, and evidence of how work empowers women. 

But SisterWorks cannot be possible without the REMARKABLE and generous contributions of the 
37 volunteers who work tirelessly.

The following chart shows a horizontal organisation with few structures of power. The main 
strategy  is to have a clear statement of our  mission and values, and Sisters, volunteers and staff 
working together as a Family to achieve our vision. 

SisterWorks Family
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A huge HUG filled with love and 
a thousand THANKS
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Our Sisters: Ana Maria, Alia, Andy, Anna, Anu, Batoul, Betty, 
Charlie, Cielo, Edelmira, Elizabeth, Evelyne, Fahima, Fatima, Genet, 
Ha, Hamida, Haripriya, Heifa, Howaida, Julia, Khadija, Ket, Lhakpa, 
Ligia, Liliana, Maria, Marceline, Melly, Monika, Nee Nee, Nilsa, 
Nima, Petronia, Rahel, Ronya,  Saida, Sahare, Seti, Setareh, Sie, 
Somporn, Soudabeh, Subber,  Sylvan, Tashy, Theley, Tsering, 
Yassah and  Zeinab. 

Our Volunteers: 
Adam, Adele, 
Alfonso, Andrea, 
Andrew, Aneta, 
Audrey, Ben, Brenda, 
Carolina, Caroline, 
Ciaran, Dinar, Fabio, 
Flavia, Juliana, Kim, 
Laura, Leigh, Leila, 
Lisa, Louis, Louise, 
Lyn, Lynda, 
Madeleine, Margot, 
Maud, Mark, 
Meredith, Michelle, 
Minna, Natalie, 
Nicole, Nuran, Renee, 
Richard,  Sharmini, 
Sergio, Serina, Sione, 
Steven, Suzi, Viv, 
Viviana, Vivienne and 
Zena.  

Our Founder and Cofounders: Dizzy, Hilary, Kate, 
Leesa, Libby, Lucy, Luz, Mish, Paddy and Sue.



A huge HUG filled with love and a thousand THANKS

Our friends who work with passion in amazing organizations and 
businesses that support us in different ways
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SisterWorks is an organic organisation that tests new ways that can assist our Sisters to 
empower themselves through work. 

With this new website we are going to learn how to manage a third party online shop, then 
how our Sisters can  control on-line sales. Then we will explore more online options.

NEW PROJECTS

www.etsy.com/shop/sisterworksinc

SisterWorks is a social enterprise registered by the 
Australia Charities and Not-for-profits Commission. From 
November 2014 we are deductible gift recipient (DGR) 
endorsed as a public benevolent institution (PBI). While 
we develop our business model to work towards becoming 
self sustainable, we are working in fundraising campaigns 
that give us the resources we need to build  solid 
foundations. YOUR GIFTS WITH PURPOSE is one of these 
strategies. 

Please share and donate!

A huge THANK YOU!

SisterWorks family

We are very excited to be launching our first crowd funding campaign!

We need your help to raise funds so that 
SisterWorks has a permanent, dedicated 
workspace where our Sisters can meet, 
design, produce and sell – empowering 
women to gain confidence and work 
experience in Australia.

Our crowd funding campaign is live on 
StartSomeGood! Follow this link and 
pledge to donate to help us reach a 
target of $25,000. 

http://www.startsomegood.com/venture/sisterworks_inc/campaigns/show/work_empowers_women

http://www.etsy.com/shop/sisterworksinc
http://www.startsomegood.com/venture/sisterworks_inc/campaigns/show/work_empowers_women

